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Nelson rejoects the objectmive myth
BY STEVEN MACLEOD
Staff Writer
In 1993, after three years of lobbying for suit against the Tacoma
News Tribune (TNT) for her demotion from Educational Reporter to
Copy Editor, Sandy Nelson found
backing for her case from the American Civil Liberties Union. Nelson's
loss of position was due to her activism outside the newsroom for gay/
lesbian rights, women's rights and
civil rights.
Nelson, an award winning journalist, was well known for her activism, but did not experience any warnings for her activities until 1990 when
she supported a local equality law
prohibiting employment or housing
discrimination on the basis of sexual
orientation. The law was repealed,
and presently anyone looking for a
room to rent or a job in Tacoma can
be denied on the basis of real or
suspected homosexuality.
Nelson worked to reinstate the
law, but in August of 1990 she was
informed of her immediate position
change becauseher off-duty involvement—which had nothing todo with
her educational coverage—could
potentially damage the newspaper's
"appearance of objectivity."
Nelson's recent support of House

Bill 1443 dealing with gay rights
earned her a reprimand from her
editor saying:
"During your leadership of the
Tacoma gay rights initiative campaign, you demonstrated your activism to newspaper readers and sources
inTacoma. Now the state legislature

"They can't produce
anything that says
there was an overlap
with my political
activities, and I was
careful about that."
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knows you as a spokesperson and
lobbyist for House Bill 1443, and as
a News Tribune journalist, you are
further conflicted and the
newspaper's credibility further compromised..."
"They can'tproduce anything that
says there was an overlap with my
political activities, and I was careful
about that," refuted Nelson. "If you
get right down to it, I could have
been a better reporter than a lot of
people because I was involved."

At a recent rally Sandy Nelson (second from left) addresses her supporters. Nelson was fired from her job
at the Tacoma News Tribune due to her political activism.

Nelson believes action against her
was delayed until her union, Pacific
Northwest Newspaper Guild Local
82, was disbanded in association with
TNT. This reduced the chance of
retaliation on the newspaper, but did
not stop Nelson from speaking out.

Campus caught in electronic web
BY TONY CESARIO
News Editor
Matching the construction that
is occurring on campus, the
University's computer network
also underwent "renovations" this
past summer as two major projects
were completed.
The renovation was part of a
request that Tom Aldrich, director
of computer services, and two other
professors made to the University
in 1989. However, money became
an issue. A formal plan was developed in 1991 by a consulting firm
which convinced the University to
contribute significant funds to the
plan.
The first project to be completed

was the refurbishing of the computer
labs. According to Aldrich, the University tries to choose a lab every
year in which to replace computers
and software. "We try to make sure
that all our student resources are
fairly current," Aldrich said. The
University was fortunate enough to
receive money to refurbish two labs
this year, Aldrich said. The computer lab in McIntyre 215 received
new Compaq486DX computers, all
with color monitors. The lab's layout was also changed to allow more
desktop space for students. The lab
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in How arth 108 received new computers as well. All of the Macintosh
SE computers were replaced with
PowerMac 7100 computers, also
with new color monitors. Both
labs were upgraded to allow the
computers torun faster and handle
a larger work load.
The other project to be completed was the expansion of the
campus computer network. According to Aldrich, the Howarth
108 lab was the only lab to be "on
the network." However, Aldrich
states that idea was really a misconception.
"It [the lab] was not really on
the network, but it was connected

see COMPUTER page 3

"[TNT's editors] say if anyone in
the newsroom is involved in political activity, the public will be really
confused about the newspaper's
stand on various issues. I've never
met a member of the public who was
confused. I'm a Marxist, and no-

body has ever thought the newspaper was Marxist because I was. I
don't have that kind of impact on the
editorial page, and so it's a bogus
claim."

see NELSON page 2

Professors Rex, Jackson combine
physics, calculus in new textbook
BY SUMMER BRABANDER
Staff Writer
Associate Professor of physics
Andy Rex and Assistant Professor
of math/computer science Martin
Jackson have been given a $150,000
grant from the U.S. Department of
Education to write a text book combining calculus and physics into a
single course.
Rex feels that this textbook will
be a valuable resource."There are a
lot of problems that arise when the
subjects are taught separately. Many
times the two classes are out of synch
so a student may not have the calculus knowledge s/he needs to do well
in physics, or a student in a calculus
class may need some physics background in order to better understand

the concepts being presented."
Rex and Martin are now teaching
a class combining Physics 121 and
Math 122. They will write the book
next year when Rex is on sabbatical.
"So far I feel the most exciting
part of the project has been the little
connections we have been making
on a smaller scale. When we star1td
the project ayear ago, we had kind
this big picture and we didn't antici
pate all the little things that occur o
a day to day basis." Rex said.
Jackson said the best part of the
project has been the team teaching.
"It's really great to be able to give
and receive insights on the subjects
from a colleague. Also, writing about
a subject so thoroughly forces you to
know it, and I think that in itself is
going to be worthwhile," he said.

Photo Poll

What is the furthest or most obscure pIae
you have contacted through the VAX?
e
"Sweden, and I got in
trouble for it,"

—Ted Spas, freshman
I

Brewis leaves University
to start private business
BY ELIZABETH EVANS
Assistant News Editor
Greg Brewis will be leaving the
University ofPuget Sound this month
after 17 years of service. Brewis has
been Director of Public Relations
and Publications for 11 years. Prior
to that he served as assistant to the
president.
His last day at the University will
be Sept. 23, 1994, when he'll leave
to start his own company. He plans
to work on both corporate and nonprofit publication design and pro-

duction, as well as help with communication strategies. Brewis has
"mixed emotions" about leaving the
University. He is sad to leave friends
at the university, but "excited about
this brand new challenge."
Brewis graduated from Puget
Sound in 1972, one year after his
wife, Cathy, with a degiee in politics
and government. He spent two years
as a conscientious objector doing
alternate service as a clerk at the
University of Washington. Brewis
continued his education with graduate school at the University of Cob-

rado where he studied philosophy.
Brewis' "leadership and vision
[which is]. .. evident in our publications and in thenational and regional
press coverage which the university
has received during the last decade,"
is remembered by John Gallagher,
vice president of University Relations. Many atPuget Sound will also
remember Brewis for his engaging
and friendly personality. A reception for Brew is will be heldonThurs.,
Sept. 22 in the Board Room reception area of the SUB from 3:00 to
4:30p.m. All are welcome to attend.

"North Dakota State
University and the girl said
that there were zero cute
guys on campus"

—Martyn Oliver,
freshman

A
"University of Finland."

—Ryan Sasser, junior

In

Julie Davidson (center) became active in the Sandy Nelson Defense Committee after attending a rally with
the Women's House. Davidson has been a member of the committee for ab out a year.

NELSON from page 1

6 September through 13 September, 1994
10 September 11:49p.m.
A student reported six men running naked through the Thompson
parking lot. Security observed the men run to and enter a nearby
Fraternity.

11 September 12:01 a.m.
Security staff observed a vehicle being driven recklessly near Todd
Hall. The vehicle was later discovered parked near North 14th and
Washington Streets. Security spoke with the owner of the vehicle.

13 September 7:00 a.m.
curity discovered three vehicles parked near North 18th and
nor Streets with smashed windows. A stereo was later discovtaken from one of the vehicles. The stereos were damaged in
the other two vehicles.
•Please do not leave valuables in your vehicle. If you have an alarm
in your vehicle, please use it. Also call Security at x331 1 to report
any suspicious activity.
Submitted and edited by Todd A. Badham, Director of Security
Services.
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According to Nelson, the main
point of conflict is how objectivity
plays into the matter, and what exactly objectivity is. The history of
objectivity is one of toning down the
viewpoints in a paper to appease the
advertisers, and hence earn the financial backing.
"What newspapers want to do is
keep up appearances,"argued
Nelson. "See, appearances and reality aren't the same. Everything's
image in this country, including the
media. Basically [objectivity] is a
myth that is only pulled out and
dusted off to deal with people bike
me. The rest of the time they just
don't care."
In a public forum scheduled for
this Saturday in Seattle, Nelson will
speak with nationally syndicated
columnist Norman Solomon. The
two will criticize the present format
of objectivity employed today. The
money raised will go into funding
the Sandy Nelson Defense Committee.
"What's objectivity? in this talk
I'm going to get into blowing holes
through that whole myth. Both
Norman and I are going to take that
on and expose it as a lie. My case is
going to have an impact across the

country and in newspapers everywhere who get away with this kind
of stuff," Nelson said.
"If you've got reporters who see
no evil and hear no evil all day lQng
except on the job," Nelson explained,
"then you have a media who is not
informed, not passionate, and very
cynical. John Reed, Ida B. Wells,
Upton Sinclair, Nelly Bly... these
were the best journalists because they
gave a s—t about what was going on.
They were concerned and passionate and involved, and they didn't
care who they offended."
Active in Nelson's campaign is
Puget Sound student JulieDavidson.
Davidson and her companions from
the Women's House visited a rally
in Tacoma and introduced themselves. Nelson saw some potential
and greeted the women. Davidson
has been involved with the Defense
Committee for about a year now.
"I've learned a lot of the basic
organizational skills that are necessary in political activism. I've also
learned abot about myself,"Davidson
said. "I feel that I can be a leader in
political activism."
In addition to thanks and praise to
Davidson for her help, Nelson commented that "It's exciting for young
people to get involved in this because it's a historic case and it's
going to change the industry."

"It's interesting to meet people
from all walks of life who support
Sandy and her case," Davidson said.
"Personal politics should not be a
factor in whether or not people keep
theirjobs. People have a life outside
of work. [The case] has given me a
lot of awareness in a situation with
an employer of what our rights are,
and where we don't have strong
rights."
There have been a few changes in
the Tribune since this case arose,
and not all of those in management
hold Nelson in contempt. Executi' e
Editor Dave Zeeck has only been
with TNT for two months, and although he knows all about the ca
he refused to ac -r
regarding detai
"There's a ic
bridge and I'm trying to gel a frc
start,"Zeeck said. "I don't have a lo
of history with the case and I'ic
hoping we can arrange it so this Wi
become a shelved issue... in our r'
tionship with Sandy. Aithoug
have a philosophical dispute,
trying to avoid any work plac
putes here at the Tribune."
Anyone interested in visitin,
forum in Seattle or becoming in
volved in Nelson's Defense Committee, contactJulie Davidson at7567451 or the Defense Committee office at 756-9971.
-:
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Frosh take the 'urban plunge' into community service
BY ERIN K. BAILEY
Staff Writer

Students spent three days in the woods during Passages, the other
half of orientation.

COMPUTERS from page 1
to the VAX, which in turn was connected to the network," Aldrich said.
This year, every computer located
in the general access lab, and some
of the other labs such as those located in Thompson Hall, is connected
to the network. According to Aldrich,
a student should now be able to "sit
down in front of a computer that is a
host on the network and access the
system."
Also, to make accessing the network easier, the lab located on the
second floor of Howarth is open 24
hours a day—except Friday and Saturday nights when the lab closes
early—and new software was installed that allows for easier mobility within the network.
The new software has other advantages as well. According to
Aldrich, the software installed on
the computers available to students
is the same software that the faculty
is using.
"It will be much easier for students and faculty to communicate
and use the software for instruction
purposes," Aldrich said. "And we're
working with a couple of professors
to test out how we can use this new
software to help us in the classroom

in a way we could not do before."
Another feature included in the
new software was the Eudora program. Eudora is a Macintosh program that allows students to now
store their e-mail messages on a

"It will be much
easier for students
and faculty to
communicate and
use the software
for instruction
purposes."
floppy disk rather than the hard drive.
Eudora will automatically check for
new mail messages every 30 minutes. If it finds new mail, it will
download those messages to one's
disk, preventing students from going over their allowed quota on the
VAX.
Eudora is one program among a
host of programs that were installed

This is the first year that "Take the
Urban Plunge," a program that took
freshmen out into the community on
the last day of oreintation, was ineluded in the freshman orientation
activities.
The concept of involving freshmen with community service during
orientation has been under consideration for a few years, but this year's
Orientation Coordinator, Marta
Palmquist, decided to make the concept a reality.
Eleven service agencies were involved with the program. Among
those were the Tacoma Community
House, the Child Abuse Prevention

to allow students to access the "information superhighway" with
greater efficiency.
Yet, the changes that took place
over the summer are only the beginning. Aldrich said that the next
phase of the University's plan calls
for networking the resident halls.
Sometime during this semester, according to Aldrich, all the halls that
have computer labs will receive the
old Macintosh SE computers from
the Howarth 108 lab, along with
printers. Connection to those labs
will beginduring the 1994-95 school
year.
Sometime this Spring, one hall
will be wired so that all students
owning computers within that hall
will be able to connect with the network. There is no word as to what
hall that may be.
While Aldrich admits that there is
still work to do, such as upgrading
the University's link to the internet
and improving the campus' network,
the University has come a long way
from where it was five years ago.

Center, Northwest Trek and Three
Cedars AIDS hospice.
The approximately 120 students
registered for the Urban Plunge aspect of orientation were not only
able to select an organization that
inrerested them, but also able to participate in many different types of
activities ranging from general filing for juvenile court to landscaping
for Wolfhaven, a red wolf habitat.
Palmquist cited the program as a
success, although both the coordinators and participants recognized that
there were some communication
problems concerning what type of
work would be done with the service
agencies. Dawn Carden, freshman,
went to the Juvenile Court but did
not have the experience she expected.

"I thought we were going to be able
to talk to some of the juveniles, but
we didn't ge to," she said.
According to Palinquist, the main
idea of Urban Plunge was to give the
new students an idea of what kind of
service organizations they could be
involved in and to give them connections they could later utilize if
they wanted to become more involved in the Tacoma community.
Because of time restrictions, this
year's program was not as hands-on
as many of the participants had expected. Next year, according to
Palmquist, the intent of "Taking the
Urban Plunge" will be more clearly
explained so that the students in
volved have a clearer idea of wha I
expect.
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Free Choices.
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•This is the first in a series of
articles that wilifocus on the information superhighway , its place at
the University,and the camp us computer network in general.
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Open a new Versatel® checking account, and you'll get
your first order of checks free. And you can choose your
checks from our terrific new designs —19 different styles
to select from in alL
With Versatel checking, if you do your rouline
banking through any of our 2000 Versatellee branch
cash machines*, or call our 24-hour sell-service customer
service line you won't pay a monthly service or per-check
charge and you won't have to maintain a minimum
balance. (Otherwise, you'll pay a $3 banker assistance
charge.)
Banking with us is so convenient, you can even come
in on the weekend. So stop by Seaflrst today and find out
more about your free choices, or give us a call today and
graduate to better banking.
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Allenmore Branch

An unidentified student works with the newly-installed network system. Students are nowable to connect
to the VAX from almost any computer on campus.

• 3408 S 23rd • 305-3000

To open an account you must be 16 years of age and meet the bank's standard
II) requirements or a parent or guardian must co.sign. *Deposits and payments
can only be made at Versateller cash machines located at Seafirat branches.
V

Students return from PacRim with memories
BY ELIZABETH EVANS
Assistant News Editor
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The 31 students who participated
in the Pacific Rim Asian StudyTravel Program last year have returned to the University of Puget
Sound. The Aug. 29, 1993 to May
25,1994 program, commonly known
as "PacRim,"involved studyof seven
countries, as well as individual exploration. The group spent time in
Korea, Japan, the People's Republic
of China, Thailand, India, Nepal and
Taiwan. The students generally
stayed in university dorm rooms
though they were, at times, housed
with local families. Classes were
conducted at various universities
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the events that
were a catalyst for
all the changes that
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throughout Asia, as well as at more
improvisational locations along the
route.
One student, Victoria Heilman,
recalls some of her most important
learning came from time set aside
for personal experiences. Participants had, on average, one week of
free time in each country. However,
while based in Nepal, they were given
a two and a half week period to use
for individual exploration. Heilman
reports that most students used this
time to return to Thailand or venture
farthersouth to Indonesia, Singapore
and Malaysia. Others, Heilman
among them, returned to Northern
India.
"My first stop was Calcutta in
West Bengal [a state of India],"
Heilman remembers. "But the
weather was too hot and humid so I
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Children learn to chant Tantric verses written in Sanskrit at a Tibetan monastery in West Sikkim, India.
India was just one of the many countries Puget Sound students visited on the PacRim program last year.

bought a plane ticket and flew to the
Himalaya Mountains. I traveled by
public bus—huge metal tin cans on
fourwhcels.Drivingonthesetwisting, narrow roads on the sides of
mountains wasn't so great in the
afternoons when the thunder clouds,
with rain and lightening, came rolling in. There were messages painted
on the cliff wall my bus wound next
to: 'Arrive home in peace, not
pieces; ' 'If you love yourself, use
your horn; ' and, my favorite, ' Rain,
sun, or snow, protect yourself with a
blow. "
Heilman spent ten days in Sikkim,
a state in northeast India and in the
Himalaya Mountains. "It's absolutely beautiful," Heilman describes
Sikkim with a sigh. "It's naturally
preserved—.they pump tourism to
get their money, as opposed to farming. Luckily, I got there before the
peak season had started. Actually, it
was akey time to be there; the weather
was perfect. I visited three major
Tibetan monasteries and witnessed
how students are taught Tantric Buddhism. I met a lot of people and

became friends with two families
who took me to their home. A lot of
my time was taken up with people,
voluntarily or involuntarily. The
electricity would go out in my hotel
andl'dgodowntothelightedsquare
to write, but all these little kids would
crowd around to see what I was
writing. I'd worry, 'what if they can
read it! ' A lot of time I spent just
gawking at the scenery."
Heilman was also amazed how
affordable her spring break was. She
recalls, "for what is called 'fooding
and lodging, ' plus public transport, I
averaged about $5 a day. "
Jim Sanden, another student on
the Pac Rim program, spent most of
his spring break on the beaches of
southernThailand. ifhecouldreturn
tojust one place, however, he would
go to India. Sanden remembers, "India was the most fascinating countiy
I went to. It's not like you always
think; it's not mystical. It's not
otherworldly. It's real ... more
vivid than anywhere else I've ever
been."
Like many participants, Sandenis
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already planning how to get back to
Asia. He's hoping to getting a teaching position in Japan, which would
enable him to travel afterwards.
Sanden clarifies that he's "an Asian
Studies major because of PacRim,"
not the other w ay around. S anden 's
interest in Asia began during his
highschool years when a friend told
him about Eastern philosophy and
"itjust struck a cord. . . it crumbled
the base of my science and math
background. " On the PacRim program, "it was the experiences, the
people, the happenings, the events
that were a catalyst for all the changes
that went on in me."
"The Western tradition is lacking
inmanyrespects,"Sandensaid. "The
human being isnotcompletely physical by any stretch ofthe imagination.
There has to be a merging of Eastern
and Western philosophies."
Students interested in participating in the next Pacific Rim studytravel program, beginning in the fall
of 1996, should attend the interest
meeting Mon., Sept. 19. It will be
held at 4:30 p.m. in SUB 101.

camus
v events
I

Seniors applying for the Watson Fellowship are invited to a brown bag lunch with Watson Foundation representatives on Mon.,
September 19, at 1:00 p.m. in SUB 201.
Future applicants for the Thomas Watson Fellowship are invited to an informational meeting with James Lehman, Executive Director
of the Watson Founthtion, and Francis Cox, Assistant Director, on Mon. , September 19, at 4:00 p.m. at the I.anglow House.
Professor Glennys Young, from the University ofWashington, will speak on "Religious Activists and the Transformation of Rural
Politics in the Soviet Village, 1921-28" on Tues,, September 20, from 4:00 to 5:00 p.m. injones 213.
"Should the U.S. invade Haiti?" is the topic of the next open forum. Bring your lunch to the discussion on Wed., September 21, 12
noon in the Murray Boardroom,
Jay Friedman, a professionally-certified sexuality educator, presents "Sex Matters," Thurs., September 22, at 8:00 p.m. in Kilworth
Chapel. Admission is free with UPS ID.
J.
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"Ah Singapore!" as
Shonen Knife says. This
week, we'lltake alookback
at the actions of the
Singaporean government
over 1993.
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News

JANUARY
OnJan. 1, 1993 the government officially banned
the sale or purchase of
chewing gum. Rea'
cited for the prohibitic
were litter and nuisance, as
well as instances of cornmuter train doors clogged
shut. Violators faced fines
ranging from $1,200 to
$6,100 (U.S. dollars) and
one year in prison.
MAY
•Prime Minister Goh
Chok Tong, regarding the
national election, was
quoted as saying that voters
who "...chose the wrong
party" must be made to feel
"worse off." Mr. Goh is
head of the reigning
People's Action Party
(PAP).
•Mr. Goh announced that
in a national housing upgrade program, constituencies which support the PAP
would have priority in refurbishing projects.
JULY
Mr. Goh announced that
wards (similarto U.S. counties) which were PAP constituencies would receive an
increased number of new
kindergartens, while opposition constituencies would
receive a 1 0% reduction in
kindergartens.
AUGUST
The journal Business
Times was the target of a
government raid. There
were allegations that a go' eminent office had leaked
economic infomiation. The
editor and other
staffmembers were questioned.
DECEMBER
The People's Action
Party received 73% of the
vote in national elections.

•Last year Singapore's
savings rate was 47%, the
world's highest.
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No payments while you are in school

Whether you're an undergraduate
or graduate student, Citibank has
a student loan to meet your needs.

• Low interest rates

If you're short on funds this semester, you're not

• Monthly payments as low as $50

alone. During the 30 years we've been in the student

• Loans for students of all incomes

• No penalty for early repayment

loan business, students have often told us that they
• You don't have to be a current Citibank customer

need extra money during the course of the semester

to qualify!

to pay for tuition, books, and other expenses. If this
sounds familiar, you can count on Citibank, the nation's

The faster you respond, the faster we can get you the

Number One student loan lender, to provide you with

funds you need. Or call us at 1-800-692-8200,

the best financial aid products and services with these

ext. 610. Call today, and we'll get an application out to

important benefits:

you the next business day!

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------1

Yest
,

I need a student loan now!
Send me more information and an application for the following Citibank student loans:

Cl All Federal Stafford Loans

13 Federal PLUS Loan

(for undergraduate and graduate students)

(for parents of dependent students only)

I

C3 Citibank Graduate Loans
Field of interest

I
I

I
I

ADDRESS ______________________________________________________APT.

NAME
I

CITY
SOCIAL SECURITY #

I
I

I

1

609 8/94

STATE

ZIP

TELEPHONE

YOU ARE CURRENTLY: 1] AN UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT I A GRADUATE STUDENT

Mail this coupon to: Citibank (NYS)
P.O. Box 22948
Rochester, NY 14692-7085

YEAR OF GRADUA116N
I
I

C177BAN<a

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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THURSDAY

•Catch the 2nd day of an international circus from Moscow. The
Great Moscow Circus will show at
the Tacoma Dome from Sept.1418. Tickets available through
Ticketmaster $9.50-$35.00 (2726817).
•The University of Washington is
hosting the Holiday Fair, a two-day
arts and crafts show featuring over
100 artists from the Northwest.
Booths open at 10:00a.m. and close
at 8:00 p.m. The show will be held
in the Hec Edmundson Pavilion.
Entrance fee $445. For more info.
call 543-0540.
-FIS11 Head Soup by Philip Kan

Gotanda opens at ACT (AContemporary Theatre) in Seattle. For information and tickets call 206-2855110. Ticket prices from $12.50$24.
•Tacoma Third Thursday Artwalk in
downtown Tacoma from 5 p.m. to
8 p.m. Phone 272-7131 for information.
•Red Rock West, presented by the
Rialto Film Guild at thç ilto Theater, shows at 5:30 p.m. and7:45
p.m. through Sept. 18 (10:00 p.m
show on 16th &17th). Phone 5915894 for further info.
•Tacoma's Distinguished Poet series opens its season with poet/professor/screenwriter Joy Harjo. Seattle Poet Arthur Tulee will open
for Flarjo. Seating at 6p.m., Tulee
begins at 7p.m. Free admission.
Call 591-5192 for more info.

Various displays, seafood education, Salmon Barbeque. Free
(barbeque not included). Noondusk, 1735 W. Thurman, Seattle.
Phone (206)455-0732.
•Children'sStorybookTheatersponsors the fairy tale musical Beauty
and the Beast. Will play for 3 days.
Saturday showtime, 2:00p.m., 7:30
p.m. $648. For tickets, call RM
Productions at 583-4095, or any
Ticketmaster outlet.
•Greater Northwest Antique Show &
Sale. Booths open from 11:00 a.m
to 7:00 p.m. (See Friday entry).
•Tacoma Little Theatre offers a night
of guffaws when two improvisational teams perform on Saturday
evening. Show begins at 11:30
p.m. Tickets $5. Call 564-9317.
-"Pacific Wars of the 20th Century"
lecture series strikes again. This
week's lecture topic: The battle of
Okinawa. Lieutenant Kevin Sutton
as keynote speaker. Waterfront
Books, 112 Washington Ave.,
Bremerton. Free. 1p.m. Phone 3732343 for more information.
•Concert- Bluegrass tweets and
beets with band Snake Oil this Saturday. Show begins at 8:00 p.m.
Special guest Road Less Traveled
will alsoperform. Tickets $5. Held
at Prosperity Grange: Steamboat
Island Road, six miles west of Olympia off US 101. Call 866-4296.
•Concert- Bela Fleck & the
Flecktones performjazz, worldbeat,
bluegrass and funk at 8:00 p.m. in
the Fieldhouse. Tickets $6 for students, $12 general admission.
Phone X3419.

•Channel 28 (KBTC) promotes an
opera special "The Three Tenors in
Concert.' 8:00 p.m.
.Weekly entertainment at the Evergreen Ballroom with Hypnotist Paul
Richardson. Tickets only $5. 9121
Pacific Ave., Lacey.

1•Concert-BilIy
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FPJDAY

Ray Cyrus kicks up
his boots at the Puyallup Fair this
evening. $24-$27. Show opens at
7:30p.m. Call Ticketmaster, 27268 17.
•Last day of the UW Holiday Fair.
Booths open at 10:00a.m. andclose
at 5:00p.m. (See Thursday entry).
-Opening day of the largest antique
show in the Northwest. Greater
Northwest Antique Show & Sale will
be held in the Tacoma Dome for 3
days. Friday times: 11:00 a.m to 9
p.m. Tickets$2-$4. PhoneTacoma
Dome for further info. 415-4414290.
•Folk music, poetry in voice etc.
etc. with musician Ernie Sites at the
Roadrunner Coffeehouse (40th N.
in Wallingford). Show begins at 8
p.m. $648.
•For some acoustic blues and alternative, visit Hanna/s in Olympia.
(5th & Columbia.) Music begins at
9:00p.m.

1 70M

SATMAY

•Fisherman's Fall Festival. Celebrate the return of the North Pacific fishing fleet & the 80th anniversary of Fisherman's Terminal.

•A Concert In the Park. In light of
Tacoma's AIDS walk, Victory
music will sponser a bluegrass gathering in Kandle Park (North 26th
and Shirely). 8:30a.m.- 1:00p.m.
Phone 863-6617 for more info.

18SUNDAY
•Final showing of Red Rock West
by the Rialto Film Guild. Times:
5:30p.m. and7:45p.m. $5. Phone
591-5894 for information.
•Red Sky Poetry Theatre in Seattle
hosts an openmike forvarious readings. All voices start at 7p.m. Special guest Small Press Book Review publisher Robin Schultz. Ditto
Tavern, 2303 Fifth Ave. 323-3749.
•Huge Book Sale. Friends of Seattle Public Library get together to
sell beginning at 1:00 p.m, ending
at 5:00 p.m. Lincoln High School
gym, North 44th Street and
Woodlawn Place, Seattle. 5474430.

1 9MONDAY
•Puget Sound Poetry Connection
will engage in various readings.
Tacoma Public Library, Main
branch downtown. Show yourself
at 7:00 p.m.

2 OTUESDAY
•Explore the waters of Ruston Way
via canoe. Paddle from Marine
Park, past Point Defiance, across

the Puget Sound Narrows. Short
stop at the Tides Tavern in Gig
Harbor for food and refreshments.
Vans will return to Tacoma. 5:30
p.m. departure. Ruston Way. $30.
Phone (206) 305-1019 for necessary information.
•The Folklore and Mythology Book
Club will meet for discussion of
Joseph Campbell's Television Series "Transformations of Myth
Through Time." Conversation
starts at 6:30. Tacoma Public L
brary.
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WEDNESDAY

-Be Aware. Join the Watershed
Restoration Forum to learn ahow
watershed enhancement projects
that are building sustainable ecosystems and employing displaced
natural resource workers. 9:00
a.m.- 4p.m., Olympia Natural Resources Building Rotunda,
Olympia's Capital Campus Complex. Free. Phone (206)902-1189,
Dept ofNatural Resources-Jobs for
the environment.
•Brazilian pianist Geisa Dutra performs at Pacific Lutheran University. Eastvold Auditorium. 8:00
p.m. Free. Phone 535-7601 for
more information.
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THURSDAY

•SEX. Jay Friedman enlightens UPS
with his lecture "Sex Matters," a
'90s must. 8:00 p.m., Kilworth
Chapel. Free with student I.D.

College Students
•

School is hard enough!
Protect your feet from cold,
hard dorm floors with
soft, luxurious carpet. For all your
carpet, remnants and area rug needs
see us at:

CARPET
L9111114"U'llin
10908 66th Ave E.
PUYALLUP
770-9000
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Change your study habits for the better with our free study tips
disk. Ask for it when you check out Cliffs StudyWare for test
preparation and course review. We cover tests from the
SAT I to the GRE, and classes from biology to statistics,
(Ask about our boxer shorts offer1 too.) Details at:
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Byzanti ne- Modern art lights up the walls of Kittredge Gallery
BYERINK. BAILEY
Staff Writer
I am always impressed by a person who can do that which I am
unable to, whether it be cracking an
egg into a pan without breaking the
yolk or quantum physics. Because
of this, I live my life being impressed in some degree byjust about
everyone—but rarely to the same
degree as I am by Patricia BellanGillen's works now showing in
Kittredge Gallery. Her ability to
combine intricate and exacting painting with free form and abstract styles
and have them interact as one is
truly noteworthy.
Her background is noteworthy
also. Bellan-Gillen was awarded a
B.S. in art education in 1973 anda
B.F.A. in printmaking in 1975 by
Edinboro State College. She then
earned aM.F.A. in printmaking from
Carnegie Mellon University in 1979.
She is now an associate professor at
that university. She has also won a
literal plethora of awards, ranging
from a purchase award from the
Honolulu Academy of Fine Arts in
1981 to being selected as the Piusburgh Artist of the Year for 1995.
Bellan-Gillen writes in her statement of artistic intent that "This
current body of paintings and prints
aspires to find that critical point
where thematic, formal, and physiological elements intersect ... that illusive juncture where what is learned
and what is felt come together and
without explanation the work takes
on its own life."
As I walked through the collection thinking about the topics of the
works and how I understood them, I
decided that she had achieved her
goal. Each of the works displayed is
alive with its message and it tries to

Riddled Nimbus/600, by Patricia Bellan-Gillen. Bellan-Gillen is an associate professor at Carnegie Mellon University who is exhibiting her prints
and paintings at Kittredge Gallery until September 26.

convey that message to the viewer.
There were a few works that particularly affectedme. One of them is
entitled"RiddledNimbus/600'ftom
Vukovar. Bellan-Gillen's use of intricate Byzantine images and large,
very roughly drawn ovals and circles
was curious to me at first, but as I
stood before it, trying to understand,
they began to appear less foreign to

His Other Half
By Wendy Lesser
Harvard University Press 1991,
$24.95

BY SARA FREEMAN
A&E Editor
Wendy Lesser doesn't trust feminists, or feminism as an academic
tool - in fact she is compelled to
write a lengthy preface about her
intellectual uncomfortability with
the women's movement— but that
didn't stop her from writing an
insighiful book about artists facing
the female inside.
Lesser starts her book with the
assertion that great art transcends
either male or female: she wants to
get away from gender obsessed
dichotomies. She wants to transform discussions of gender and art
into discussion of divided selves
(as in Plato's myth), that is, the
male and female aspects in all artists. InHis OtherHaif, Lesser does
this by exploring the work of male
artists who risk "falling into the
feminine" (the fall, and falling as
the way men experience their the
female side, being a metaphor she

explores in great detail.)
Lesser eclectically takes for her
subjects artists from many modem
mediums. Lesser mines the writing
of Charles Dickens, D.H. Lawrence,
Harold Brodkey, Peter Handke, John
Berger, Henry James, RandaliJarrell
and the oft-overlooked Victorian
George Gissing; she dissects the
paintings of Degas, the films of
Alfred Hitchcock, and the photography of Cecil Beaton. Then she
closes her book with analysis of two
actresses, Marilyn Monroe and Barbara Stanwyck, who came to be the
muse, or "other half," of the directors and writers with whom they
worked.
Quoting Primo Levi Lesser says
that "writers, like other people,
'carry from crib to grave a
doppelganger, a mute and faceless
brother who nevertheless is co-responsible for our actions, and so for
all our pages." Lesser shifts Levi's
conception of the doppelganger
slightly, however, saying:

me - to the work as a whole. The
old and modem images do not compete for your visual awareness
though they seem to compete for
space on the canvas. The images
combine into one to elucidate the
message. Another work that I particularly enjoyed was "Big White
Ears!What We Want to Hear." Again
the ornate works with the simplistic,

the old with the new, the obvious
with the obscure.
Again from her statement of artistic intent: "I place a great trust in
the viewer. While the images spring
from personal experience, they are
grounded in broad ideas inviting the
viewer to realize their own associations."
I highly recommend this ex-

hibit to my fellow students. If there
is a little free time in the day, go
over to the gallery and take a few
minutes to absorb Bellan-Gillen' s
works. What you are looking at
may not be instantly clear, but
with a few moments of thought
you may gain an understanding of
both the painting and how it is
relative to your life.

"But in the artists I've looked at
here, that figure is more likely to be
a mute and faceless sister. She is the
creature the artist would have been
had he been born female, like David
Copperfield's Betsey Trotwood
Copperfield, or Cecil Beaton's sisters Nancy and Baba, or James' Olive Chancellor, or Arthur Miller's
opposite twin, Marilyn Monroe.

Almost all the other writers she
explores fall under her chapter
"Mothers," for as she says, "A chapter on 'Mothers' is thus an obvious
starting point for a book about male
artists looking at women, for the
mother is the initial woman from
whom the male artist has literally to
sever himself in order to become
both a man and an artist."
Lesser's literary criticism is perceptive and very rooted in the text of
her chosen authors, but it is the
relative obscurity of the authors she
chooses that make the first third of
her book somewhat inaccessibleeven to a bookish English Literature
minor like me. Dickens, ok we all
know him. D.H. Lawrence, right,
right, right. Henry James? Sure. But
Peter Handke, Harold Brodkey and
John Berger? I felt I should rush out
and read their work before I could
legitimately read Lesser's discussion of them.
But when Lesser moves into art
and film criticism she hits her stride.
This is clearly her area of speciality
and she attacks her subjects with
relish. Her chapter on Hitchcock
bristles with meaty interpretations
of Vertigo and The Man Who Knew
Too Much. Likewise, her chapter on
Cecil Beaton is as varied and complex as Beaton's multifaceted, mir-

rored photographs. In her discussion ofbothBeaton and Hitchcock,
Lesser draws concentric circles out
from the Pygmalion-Galatea myth.
She finds that male artists and directors are constantly remaking
and redressing women to embody
their ideals.
Lesser discusses the male artist's
conception of women alone when
she analyzes Degas' nudes (and
defends the impressionist from impotent charges of misogyny.) Then
she finds magnetic Antony and
Cleopatraesque pairings in
Hitchcock.
Her chapters on Marilyn Mon
roe ("The Disembodied Body of
Marilyn Monroe" and Barbara
Stanwyck have an entirely different feel than the rest of the book.
Perhaps this is because the "art" of
Monroe and Stanwyck is the result
of their shaping by male directors a
cult of personality. But these two
chapters are satisfying and vivid
(perhaps because they concern a
real woman and not just a ghostly
other.)
In all, Lesser succeeds in writing a lively, provocative work of
criticism that combines the best of
feminism with the best of humanism and produces a readable exploration of gender in art.

But when Lesser
moves into art and
film criticism, she
hits her stride. This
is clearly her area
of speciality and
she attacks her
subjects with relish.
Sometimes she is literally
mute ... sometimes she is literally
faceless ... She is the unborn self who
lies behind the artisi's work, the
'ghost' writer who makes his work
possible."
Lesser finds Jarrell and Dickens particularly attached totheirfemale"other."
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Beachside, bookish B&B is
a perfect Northwest retreat

WrUer's Corner

BY ZOE GOLLOGLY
A&E Assistant
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ederico 5arcia, Xorca

Spanish poet and playwright Federico Garcia Lorca was born at
Fuentevaqueros, near Granada, in 1898. He had published a book of
prose, a play and a collection of poetry before he took a law degree from
the University of Granada in 1923.
Lorca's poems combine symbolist techniques with native Spanish
peasant traditions: "His language and form stress these folk traditions,
while his themes are the great psychological crises of modem experience
as they are so acutely felt in Spain." (from the notes in The Selected
Poems of Frederico Garcia Lorca.)
In his poems, Lorca employs lyricism, Arabic imagery, allusions and
a strong homoertoic impulse. Lorca's was the poet in residence at
Columbia University from 1929 to 1930, during which time he came out
with one of his most famous collections, Poet in New York. Lorca toured
the world lecturing and producing his plays, but returned to Spain always.
One of Lorca's greatest plays is The House of Bernarda Alba, which
allegorically commented on the Spanish political system by telling the
story of three daughters and their tyrannical widow mother, Bemarda
Alba. In this, he also reveals his obsession with the primal and visceral
—he explores pent up life below the layer of language. It is in this search
to capture passion on stage that Lorca draws on the "duende," a kind of
spiritual, or blood cry singers and performers reach through incantational
chanting and repetitive music.
Federico Garcia Lorca was executed by Falangists who were occupying Granada in 1936 during the Spanish Civil War and his body thrown
in an unmarked grave.
—Sara Freeman

Eat Drink Man Woman
Ang Lee

Barcelona
Whit Stiliman
BYJENNIFER WONG
l2yout Editor
There are some good movies out
there; though you wouldn't know it
from looking at the ads on the movie
page. For those who don't fmd the
new Steve Martin-small child
tearjerker too appealing, try these:
•Those who remember the quirky
Metropolitan of 1990 will recognize
writer/director Whit Stiiman's distinctive style inflarcelona. The plot:
Ted (Taylor Nichols) is an American
working for a marketing firm in
Barcelona sometime near the end of
the Cold War. His cousin Fred (Chris
Eigeman), a navy officer, shows up at
Ted's apartment with no money, no
civilian clothes, and a lot of time on
his hands. Can Ted and Fred sort out
their mutual dislike of each other,
their anitudes toward the tremendous
Spanish anti-American sentiment,
and get the right perfect-Englishspeaking Spanish girls?
Of course. But the plot is of secondaiy importance to the character
relaLinships,particularlythatofTed
and Fred. Ted harbors extreme bit-

temess toward Fred because of an
incident that happened when they
were ten years old relating to a stolen
(Ted says) or sunk (Fred says) kayak.
Fred also has the bad habit of telling
Ted's prospective girlfriends that he
is "encased in black leather underwear." Both have hang-ups of their
own: Fred takes the Spanish antiAmericanisms a little too seriously
("People wearing this uniform died
ridding Europe of fascism"); frantically trying, at one point, to scribble
out spray-painted graffiti with a ballpoint pen. Ted is having girl trouble;
his last relationship has sent him into
an extreme, though covert, religious
phase: "All this premarital trauma
led directly to the Old Testament."
He also takes the literature of sales
and marketing too intensely, and is
certain he is going to be fired at any
moment.
The circle of beautiful Spanish
women with which the cousins go
party- and bar-hopping leads them to
aradical anti-Americanjoumalist (the
former boyfriend of Ted's newest
flame). After a discussion in which
Ted and Fred try to defend theforeign
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Narcissus
by Frederico Garcia Lorca
Narcissus
Your fragrance.
And the depth of the stream.
I would remain at your verge.
Flower of love.
Narcissus.
Over your white eyes flicker
shadows and sleeping fish.
Birds and butterflies
lacquer mine.
You so minute and I so tall.
Flower of love.
Narcissus.
How active the frogs are!
They will not leave alone
the glass which mirrors
your delirium and mine.
Narcissus.
My sorrow.
And my sorrow's self.
policy of the U.S. (with an extended
ant-heap metaphor), the journalist
writes a column accusing Fred of a
recent U.S.O. bombing, printing a
large photo of Fred on the front page
of the newspaper. As a result, Fred
gets shot, and it becomes Ted's responsibility to take care of him, forcing him to re-assess the importance
of the kayak incident as well as his
religious faith.

Fred speculates as to
whether he's been
shaving the wrong
way his entire life
because no one has
told him the right
way.
Stillman's sense of humor would
not appeal to everyone, but it is interesting and unpredictable enough to
cany the film through some fairly
serious events without sinking into
melodrama. A funeral for a soldier
killed in the U.S.O. bombing is held
in a warehouse, and a forklift comes
to take the casket away while Fred is
reading the funeral service. Ted
dances around his apartment to jazz
while reading the Bible. Fred specu-

Tucked away in a seemingly typical beach town, complete relaxation
awaits. Newport Beach is one of the
small communities along Highway
101 to the Oregon coast that offers
rugged coastline and isolated
beaches void of bikini vultures and
No Fear t-shirts. But more than this,
Newport claims unique lodging: The
Sylvia Beach Hotel. In Newport,
the lodging creates an atmosphere
for the p1 ace; The Sylvia Beach Hotel
sits upon a cliff overlooking one of
the most incredible views in the
Northwest.
The hotel theme is one we are
most familiar with—reading.
Each room is devoted to the
memory of authors such as Gertrude
Stein, Oscar Wilde, Edgar Allen Poe
and Dr. Seuss. The Dr. Seuss room
overflows in bright reds, yellows
and blues, scattered with funky mirrors, toys and hats. Quite opposite to
this is the Edgar Allen Poe room,
ominously decorated in deep hues
of reds and black with a guillotine
hanging over the bed.
The Sylvia Beach regulars are
friendly, wooly sock types. Every-

one tip toes aroundwith a few books
tucked under each arm sipping tea
orcoffee(complinntary). At 10:00
pm the house mot1 hauls a barrel
of spiced wine to tlreading room:
a haven full of oveistuffed couches
and chairs where guests lounge
about, drinking and reading their
fill.
Perfect for rejuvenating a tired
little brain.
And the best paiL.very cheap.
It's $21 per pera1 if you stay in
the dorms (woodi bunk beds-6
people in female dtms, 4 in male
dorms). If you tve some extra
cash, try an author. They range
from $60-$ 100 for two. Reservations recommendet
Buffetstylebreakast is included.
Coffee, juice, gran, various pastries and an entree..with a view of
the ocean.
Great coffee shop*ross the street.
Veggie meals. Hiemade pizza
and beer in town a "Atsa Pizza."
And if you want a little gambling
amidst a rowdy bar scene, try Pip
Tide, a 24 hour, live music, local
BAR. Don't stay up too late. It's
not looked upon highly by the house
mother (or yours). Brochures available in The Trail office.

lates as to whether he's been shaving
the wrong way his entire life because
noonehas toldhim theright way. Ted
tries to convince skeptical Spanish
girls that American hamburgers really are good, while Americans abroad
eat at McDonald's in memory of the
"ideal hamburger," not because the
foreign imitations taste good.
It's not a deep statement on life, but
a light-hearted look at two people
who take life too seriously. And Fred
and Ted are people we've all met.
•Like Stillman, director Ang Lee
has taken his latest film across the
waters. EatDrink Man Woman is set
in Taiwan, and carries Lee's illustration of the Chinese cultural mind-set
even further than in The Wedding
Banquet, which took place in California.
Eat Drink recalls Like Water for
Chocolate and Babetre's Feast because of the food and cooking imagery throughout. There are four main
characters, a father and his three
daughters, and the father is a master
chef who cooks a huge traditional
meal each Sunday.
The Sunday meals have turned into
meetings at which various life announcements are made. The film
begins with the second daughter announcing she is moving out; the family struggles start there.
Lee's sense of humor is very situational; he relies upon surprises and
plot twists for laughs (unlikeStihiman,

who puts his humor primarily in the
dialogue). But his format works: he
traces the lives of each of the three
daughters and the father separately,
bringing them together at points to
emphasize the outsider's impression
of each situation.
The cultural framework is the traditional assumption that all women
want to get married, and this is the
mind-set that the three dau ters encounter whenever they sit down for
their Sunday meal. But each of the
three rebels in her own way. The
oldest daughter, a high school chemistry teacher, had her heart broken in
college, and at the age of thirty refuses
to even consider marriage. The see
ond daughter, an executive who love.
to cook but cannot usurp her father'.
position in the kitchen, has severu
relationships, but doesn't iniend to
marry. The youngest daughter, a
Wendy's employee, has her first rel ationship with the boyfriend of her besi
friend.
Eat Drink Man Woman is not a
comedy, though it is funny throughout. It is a thoughtful examination of
a society whose values are becoming
more uncertain. And unlike period
Asian films likeFareweliMy Concubine, this film takesplaceinthepresent
day, allowing thenon-Chinese-speaking viewer to identify with the characters more fully. The various traumas
are a great deal for one family to
manage, but all are believable.
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Sugar
File UnderEasy Listening

BY ERIKA GEBOW
Music Reviewer
Not much has changed since
these mellow fellows were singing Cooley High Harmony. That
really annoying guy Nathanis still
singing all his breathy little leads,
and the only highlight is that guy
who's voice is so low that it vibrates the CD player with enough
bass. Don't expect to find any real
gems on this record.
I was pleasantly surprised with
the first three songs on the CD.
"Thank You" combines a funky
rap with nice harmony. I actually
found myself groovin' to the beat,
man. Numero deux, "Water Runs
Dry", was very diappointing.
"Water Runs Dry "used a cello,
violin, and acoustic guitar to back
up the song. It made for a very nice
listening experience, but unfortunately B-B-Boys II Men didn't
play any of these beautiful little
instruments. The Men tried, unsuccessfully, to cover everyone's
favorite, "Yesterday." I say,
"Leave it to the musicians B-BBoys."
The most distressing thing about
the whole CD was the small little
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Green Day ends it at the Arena

Boys II Men

r

fact that on half of the songs, the
Boys were just puppets for someone else's music. Sad. Rating: 2.5
cds. Next, please...
I hate to say it, but this band is
going nowhere really, really fast.
Sugar affects the ear like Velocity Girl, and the Lemonheads. That
is why saying, in general, that this
band bit it real hard, hurts. File
UnderEasy Listening should have
been Nap Time. The whole CD is
extremely recycled, slow, "alternative" rock.
"Your Favorite Thing," which
gets plenty of air time on the radio, sounds like every other song
on the CD. "Can't Help You
Anymore" has a touch of
grooviness, but only if you listen
really hard. The rest of the songs
would have been better if they
had just never been played.
Although my criticism is based
only on this Sugar CD, I've heard
it through the grapevine that their
first two CDs are great! If I were
the band, which I am thankfully
not, I would have waited to make
this lovely CD until I had scared
up better songs. There is, unfortunately, nothing left to say without beating this puppy into the
ground. Rating: 2 cds
P.S. I am really, truly sorry Ed.

1 CD- So cheezy you can't listen without crackers.
2 CDs- Does anyone think people will actually listen to this?
3 CDs- Isn't memory edit great?
4 CDs- Who needs Gatorade when you have this for refreshment.

IAI!

BY DAVID FRANZEN
Senior Editor
Rock shows are about more than
just music. The "End It" concert
Sunday at the Seattle Center Arena
was a lot about fame. Green Day
headlined the benefit for Artists for
a Hate Free America produced by
The End. Hole, Sky Cries Mary,
Wheezer and Rancid also played.
"It's good to be back on the west
coast," said Green Day's Billie Joe,
"...at the end of a long fucked-up
tour."
Indeed, the Green Day's first major label tour took them as far east,
and as far into superstardom, as
Woodstock '94. So, even if the band
isn't happy about playing to thousands of screaming teenage fans,
they should be used to it.
Once, during Green Day's set, I
was completely surrounded by short
teenage girls shouting, "when
masturbation's lost its fun, you're
fuckin' breaking!" Whoa—in my
junior high days this just would not
have happened.
The surreal quality of Billi "I'm a
dork" Joe and the band being teenage idols is not lost on the band. And,
at the end of the tour, it must be
getting annoying. "Everyone
scream," Billie Joe would say. The
alterna-androids (yes, bearded old
me too) would wail. "—What the
fuck do you think you're doing?"
It was a great set. Thebandplayed
songs off Dookie including
"Longview," "Basket Case,"
"Chump," "When I Come Around"
and "F.O.D." Green Day also
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But the highlight of the set was
Green Day's cover of "Knowledge,"
by Oakland ska-punk band, Operation Ivy. Rancid joined the band for
this song, creating a mini-Bay-area
punk revival—a good thing to happen in self-obsessed, media-exploited Seattle.
Rancid, a hard-core punk band
was first to play at End It. They
played mostly to a dedicated cadre
of moshers at the front. The rest of
the crowd seemed to be waiting for
Wheezer. After an excellent, energetic set they said, "Well, if you who
came to see us thank you, thank you
very much," and threw the crowd Tshirts.
Wheezer snoozed through a set of
their depressed-British-boy songs
about girlfriend insecurity and fragile clothing. I guess some people

really like this band, but let's face it,
live they're as exciting as. . . well, a
wet sweater.
During the stage set up after
WheezerSkyCriesMaxythrew demo
tapes to the crowd .People turned to
each other: "have you everseen these
guys before?"
". . .Uh, no."
"They 're amazing."
Then SCM played, and the crowd
was amazed. SCM plays an earthy
kind of techno, or a folksy/grungy
kind of psychedelic rave accompanied by multimedia visuals anddancers. SCM also preached a little abA '
hate—the only band to address th
issue directly.
Next Hole proceeded to rock tb
hell out of the Arena. But fir'.i v.
met baby Francis Bean Cobairi who
waved at the cmwd from her mother's
arms. Hole probably played belier
than Green Day. Courtney Love loki
the Crowd she "just wanted to talk,"
but she didn't dick around with the
crowd like Billie Joe would. When
Love sang about Grrrl angst, all the
girls with green hair screamed, "we
love you Courtney!" And when the
crowd held up lighters, Love said, "a
girl got lighters ... you fulfilled my
teenage fantasy."
But what the crowd loved most
was Hole's cover of "Where Did
You Sleep Last Night" "I can do this
song better than he (Kurt Cobain)
could," Love said. Though the set
sounds as cheezy as hell, it really
was fantastic. The Seattle crowd
loved Hole so much they were hard
as hell to upstage but I don't think
Green Day cared.
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played—without the little girl's vocal accompaniment—songs from
their first albums, Kerplunk and
1,039/Smoothed Out Slappy Hours
including "Disappearing Boy," "Going to Pasalasqua" and "Christine
Road," the last song of the show.
Between songs Billie Joe asked
for "nice fluffy, white, boys underwear," got it and wore it on his head.
He pulled a pudgy, pre-pubescent
Henry Rollins look-alike out of the
pit and spit into his mouth. And
when someone threw a cigarette on
stage he yelled, "where's the fucking
pot?"
f(NbW FWTePLJNC,9/

got a higher score
call: 1-800-KAP-TEST for
classes on campus at UPS

KAPLAN

CLOSJNG.

YOU CAN WIN GREAT PRIZES
DURING

SEAHAWK SUNDAYS

114et44e4e Re44UOZ44a

AND

2514 North Proctor

MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL

756-5092

STARTS SUNDAY SEPTEMBER 18 TH

ORDER
ALL YOUR

PARTY I(JuLd G S

Mon-Sat: 11am to 9pm
Sun: 4pm to 9pm
Student Dicountsf

AT TUE ALE HOVE

Food To Go

No MSG

02MOP4
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MissioN FlEldhOL
YOUR MISSION, IF YOU CHOOSE TO ACCEPT
IT, IS TO EXPLORE THE UNIVERSITY'S NEW
FITNESS CEMIER. THE MISSION WiLL BE DANGEROUS AND HARROWING-THE CHOICE IS
YOURS.
THIS MESSAGE WILL SELF-DES1EUCT IN 30
SECONDS.
MISSION ACCEPTED
BY LEIGH-ANN SANTILLANES

The new Fieldhouse is really amazing. This wa
not just a face-lift, this was a bigger overhaul than eve:
Cher has seen in a few years.
To get into the Fieldhouse, it's required to shO's
your ID card and know the password (I think this wee
it's "Walt sent me.") Everything including the maroo:
and blue stripes that decorate the hallways (where
did they pull those colors
from?) to the office-style
...
carpeting, covering the old
cold cement, is new and a •
,.
great improvement At the
end of the hail (heavenly
arias of angels are hear ), is
the NEW FITNESS CENTER. The whole aura of the
fitness center has been redone.
There is a genuine
feeling of cleanliness and
sterility, it doesn't seem like
the tired old sweatshop of a
workout room that there
used to be. There are new
bathrooms, elevators, and

OTHER AGENTS WILL A

TIMES OF YO
what used to be the old
dance/aerobics room is
now a carpeted classroom. The new dance/aerobic
room is upstairs as well as a balcony of sorts where yo
can observe racquetball matches, if you have a bray
soul.
The NEW FITNESS CENTER also boasts a re
desk that is out in the open so the attendant can no longs
hide from the patrons, but must face his or her job as
representative of the University's NEW FITNESS CEll
TER.

In an effort to control the atmosphere of the NE1
FITNESS CENTER, there are a few things thatyou mus
do beforehand. If you decide that the NEW
FITNESS CENTER is where you want to
perspire, you must first put yourself through
an orientation. The freshmen are screaming, "no, not another orientation!" but yes,
one more just to complete your year, HA
HA HA. The introduction to the fitness
center shouldn't take more than fifteen mmutes, but it probably will. There were so
many anxious people waiting to go sweat
for pleasure, that the orientation I attended
was fifteen minutes late and ran fifteen
minutes late. So count on at least a half an

0

YOUR MISSION MAY BE DANGEROUS BUT THE DECISION TO
PURSUE IT IS YOURS TO TAKE.
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hour of wait time in order to get the neat-o star punch on
your ID card.
Do you remember when you were younger and
your mom or your dad would take you out shopping?
They always managed to take you to the glass department of whatever store it was, even if it was a hardware
store. Their favorite thing
to tell you was to keep your
hands behind your back
and not to touch a single
solitary thing. Well, that's
how I felt walking into the

I

NEW FITNESS CENTER

for the orientation session.
I felt like I would break
every machine in there, not
because of my incredible
physical strength, but because of my ignorance.
For instance, there is
a machine called the Versa
Climber, and it's for training fire fighters to go up
ladders. The guy who was
giving the tour showed us
BT YOU IN THE DIFFICULT the proper methods of usASBIONMENT.
ing this machine, and was
very clear about not bottoming out on the steps because they could snap off at
anytime. I know that one day Twill just get too intent on
saving the lady stuck up on the 35th floor of a burning
inferno, rescue her, then go sliding to the bottom and
snap the pedals right the hell off.
The very newness of the whole deal is very intimidating. The plus side of it is that you can feel you're
at a place like Holiday Spa or Elite Physique, except our
nembership fee is $20,000. To get into the actual "workut rooms," after your orientation, you have to go through
lover (rhymes with lawyer) where the attendant sits
behind a great big green and yellow desk.
You then give him/her your ID card and
you are granted permission into the saEATER
cred Logger workout room.
Before even being allowed to enter
s THEY
the exercise room you are given a brief
lINKING nmdown of the rules of the NEW FIT
ENS PRO NESS CENTER. Some of them include:
a full length T-Shirt must be worn at all
PR YOUR times along with sweats or shorts with
tennis shoes. In other words, you sweaty
SURE.
football players, no more of those disgusting cut-offs. Oh yeah, you guys, you

0
0
I

-o

0

1

MISSION: NAVIGATE THE OBSTACLES OF THE OLD
FIELDHOUSE--LEARN THE SECRETS OF THE MODERN.

can't wear tank or bra tops either. Music will be provided
(oh boy, not only will my roommates make me listen to
music I don't like, but now the school will too). No water
bottles, they have drinking fountains provided for your
pleasure ALL the way at the other side of the room. I
think that no matter where in the room you are sweating,
the drinking fountains will always be exponentially farther away compared to the thirst quotient. And please,
remember to disinfect and towel off your equipment.
Those rules don't seem all that hard to follow, but they
are certainly different than those of yesteryear. The
worst one though, is the, "disinfect your bench when
you're done with it." Even though it is for a good reason,
so the sweat does not erode the new benches, it is still
gross, you sweaty ball players.
The hours of the Fieldhouse are from 8 am to 10
pm and the Orientations are (supposed to be) every
fifteen minutes. You get a cool little star punched through
your card if you survive the fitness lecture. So hopefully
I'll see you working your little heart out next to me, but
please wipe off the bench when you're done.
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1994 Fall Sports Preview
Logger Cross'Country on the Path to Victory
Puget Sound Women seek
third straight National Title
BY NOAH MEGOWAN
Staff Writer
The cry of"Go Logs!" will soon
be heard again as Coaches Peyton
and Ring lead the UPS Cross Country teams on another march towards nationals.
After National Championship
titles in '92 and '93 the women's
team will be running to protect their
reputation as apowerhouse, a reputation they've earned and deserve.
Senior captain Emily Keliman is
back along with five other veterans
from last years national team
Kellman maintains, "Oh yeah,
we're better than last year" when
asked if they can take the title.
"The freshman are really good,"
explains Kellman. "Sheri, Andrea
Beth. My's right up there too
they're all good."
A massive turnout, along with
returnees like Danita EriksonParkhurst, Jen Burningham, Kirsten

Brenkert, April Plattner and Anitra
Lincicum, makes this year's team
the largest and strongest in Logger
history. Freshmen Sarah Andrews,
Andrea Boitano, Sheri Goodwin,
Tiffany Newell, Beth Robins, Tracy
C. Shinjo, and My Nguyen make
up halfthe women's team, a sign
that the Loggers have a bright future as well as a bright present.

'
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On the men's side captain Roger
Bialous leads the hunt for a birth in
Nationals again this year.
"Our first goal is to qualify for
nationals which I don t think will
be too much trouble provided we
stay healthy," said Bialous. "Then
we'll try to finish better than eighth
(last year's finish)."
With Jon Westerman and Greg
Fox running as well as ever, and
Junior Ahman Dirks stepping up a
notch, the Logger men have a shot
at doing just that. A massive freshman squad will be trying to fill the
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The men's Cross Country team, lead by team captain Roger Bialous looks to improve on last year's eighth
place finish at Nationals with the help of several talented incoming freshman.
shoes left by four graduated Seniors, but with solid high school
times and a season of dedicated

workouts ahead, nothing is out of
reach.
The Loggers will be heading to

the Lewis and Clark Invitational on
Saturday fortheir first competition
of 1994.

Volleyball finishes
second at Whitworth
Tournament
Loggers start season 7-1,
sweep league opponents
BY SETH DONSKER
Sports Editor
The Logger volleyball team
opened its 1994 season at the
Whitworth College Invitational
tournament last weekend, and came
away with a strong second place
finish.
Puget Sound started off strong,
reeling offseven straight victories.
The Loggers defeated Eastern Oregon State College, Rocky Mountain College, St. Martin's College,
Whitworth College, and Western
Montana College in the round robin
pool play on Friday. Four of those
victories came in two games, with
Whitworth the lone exception.
Those impressive performances
put them into the elimination round
on Saturday.
There the Loggers pounded
Lewis-Clark State and Central
Washington before falling to
Carroll College inagrueling three
game match, 10-15, 15-12, 11-15.
In what has to be considered a
good sign for the weeks to come,
the Loggers faced three league opponents during the tournament,
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cruising past them all. They defeated St. Martin's, Lewis-Clark
State, and Central Washington, all
in two straight games.
In this first weekend ofplay, the
team played very well, fueled by
some very impressive individual
performances. Junior middleblocker Wendy Weise, named
Puget Sound co-Athlete of the
Week,had 19blocks, 10 of them
solo. Weise also put down 31 kills
and helped defensively with 44
digs. Junior Andrea Egans led the
team with 68 kills forthe weekend,
and also had 28 digs. Janice Lwin,
also ajunior, handed out 147 assists and caine up with 44 digs.
Freshman Laura Inman was very
impressive in her first weekend in
a Logger uniform, finishing the
tournament with 38 kills, 31 digs,
and 8 blocks. Freshman Danielle
Leon turned in an equally flashy
debut with 27 kills and 17 digs.
The Loggers are in action again
this. Saturday at the University of
British Columbia, and open Pacific Northwest Athletic Conference league play next Wednesday
at St. Martin's in Lacey.

P

Men's soccer matches '93
win total with 4-2 record
Witzel records his third and fourth shutout
BY BRET NORRIS
Assistant Sports Editor

The logger men's season if off to
a strong start with first year coach
Reece Olney at the head.
With a defense lead by goalkeeper
Brandt Witzel, UPS posted two shutouts last
weekend. On
Saturday the
Loggers beat
Western Baptist 5-0 at
Baker Stadium. On
Sunday, also
at Baker, Pacific Lutheran
fell by a score
of 1-0.
Witzel, the Loggers Senior goalkeeper, played 540 minutes in six
games, accumulating 25 saves and
four shutouts. With help from defenders, Witzel and the Loggers have
surrendered only six goals.
Team members agree that a good
showing by Michael Chaffey last

weekend helped bring them together
as a team.
Both games were very evenly
matched," stated Jake McTigue Junior. The Loggers in an especially
even match on Sunday pulled out the
victory on a goal by Chaffey on the
assist from Adam Johnson.

McTigue evaluated the new coach
by saying "He has definitely moved
us in a positive direction. He gained
our confidence and increased our
intensity level."
The team also felt that team captain Jason McGibbon Senior has
pushed the team to a higher level.
Mc G i b b o n
posted three
goals and two
assists in six
games as the
Logger's cap-.
tam.
When asked
what personal
goals Derik
Mills had for the
season, he responded "We try not to focus on the
individual. If had Ito say one thing,
it would be to try to bring out the best
in every player."
Mills added, "UPS deserves a great
deal of credit too. They have given
us great access to fields and they
have been very accepting of the new
coaching staff."

"(New head coach, Reece Olney) has
definitely moved us in a positive direction.
He gained our confidence and increased
our intensity level."
—Jake MeTigue
Denk Mills a Junior from New
Jersey and last weeks Logger Athlete of the Week recalled the victory
by saying, "It was a very intense
game. We owe a lot of credit to
Reece (Olney)."
Team members feel that Olney, in
his first year as head coach, has
made the transition well.

Men's Soccer Box Scores
1st
2
0

Puget Sound
Western Baptist

2nd Final
3
5
0
0

Goals by: UPS - Chaffey (14:07), Swartz (17:50), Chaffee
(52:43), McGibbon (59:88), Campbell (86:71)
Fouls: WB - 12, UPS - 12. Shots on Goal: WB -8, UPS 14. Saves: UPS - Witzel 3. Corner Kicks: WB -2, UPS
-5.
1st
1
0

Puget Sound
Pacific Lutheran

2nd Final
1
0
0
0

Goals: UPS - Chaffee (16:08).
Fouls: PLU -17, UPS - 13. Shots on Goal: PLU -21, UPS
11. Saves: PLU - Wiksell 3, UPS - Witzel 7. Corner
Kicks: PLU -4, UPS -6.

11-lie Pizza Cellar
Pizza

5hakes

New hours:
4tcnday—Friday
Saturday
Sunday

Dread 5Hcks

IDeliveries:

ham-Midnight We deliver any large piiza
icr SC and cans ci Fepsi
Cpm—lCpm
Spm—Mklnight and net Fepsi icr S.)i
each.
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Brant Witzel
Junior
Denver, CO
Men's Soccer

'Women's Soccer vs. Linfield College, Baker Stadium, 2:00PM
• Football at Southern Oregon State College, Medford OR, 1:30pm
•Men's Soccer at Simon Fraser University, 2;00pm
'Cross Country at Lewis & Clark Invitational, Portland OR, 10:00am
• Volleyball at UBC(scrimmage), 1:30pm

•Women's Soccer vs. Western Washington, Baker Stadium, 1:00PM
as it was called, had four electric washing machines which could be rented by the hour

The goalkeeper on the Puget Sound mens soccer team recorded two shutout victories this
past weekend, a 5-0 win over Western Baptist
j
and a 1-0 victory over the Lutes of Pacific
Lutheran University. They were his third and
fourth shutouts of the year. The play of Witzel
JY
, was especially key in the win over PLU on
Sunday, as he recorded 7 saves. Witzel was
also chosen PNWAC Player of the Week for
men's soccer.

Wendy Weise
. Junior
Bellevue, WA
Volleyball
A middle blocker for the Logger volleyball
team, Weise had an outstanding weekend at
the ,'Vhit'worth Invitational with 19 blocks, 31
kills, and 44 digs. Her play helped the Loggers
to a second place finish at the tournai ' it
behind Carroll College Weise was also ch
the PNWAC Player of the Week in Volleyball

FUNDRAISING

Preparation from
;.i.ii

featuring...
• 36 hours of in-class teaching
• two proctored exams
• additional help sessions
• instructor -- Steven Klein
• free application advising
• Price -- $495
Call now for more information
on the LSA T, GRE or GMAT

I.. S

4.:9. I

Next (IRE
Fen (),tcii 17
Next GMAT Class begiss November 22
Next LSAT Classes begin October 1,4, 5, 6

Choose from 3 diflerent
fundraisers lasting either
3 or 7 days. No Investment. Earn $$$ for your
group plus personal cash
bonuses for yourself.
Call 1-800.932-0528, Ext. 65

Enthusiastic,energetic,
and service minded
bussers, servers,
greeters and kitchen
employees wanted
now at the Old Spaghetti Factory. Apply
noon to 4pm at 1735
Jefferson (downtown.)

SEND YOUR PARENTS
TO THEIR ROOM
They'll love the view.

COMMENCEMENT BAY
Bed & Breakfast
L
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3312 N. Union Ave.
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Brant Witzel, a junior from Colorado, is the UPS men's soccer
team's goalkeeper.
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Danita Erickson-Parkhurst and team captain Emily Keliman will once again lead Puget Sound as the
women's cross country team works for its third straight national championship. The Loggers begin their
run for the 1994 title this Saturday at the Lewis-Clark Invitational in Portland.

0

Junior Wendy Weise, a middle blocker on the UPS vollyball
team, was chosenas one of the PNWAC Players of the Week.

Two of the most popular
on campus this year
1'

_--Macinlosh Peforrna 636 4/250.. 4ppIe
Color Plus 14 Dcpkn, AppJeDesign
Kejboird and mOUSe.

A (1LS/llJdiIn'1 fragrant a&corI,Ile?lt ofulIol, am ran

h1II.

Stifl;

CD-ROM, AppIe Color 11 us 14 L6p4.
AppleDegnJ(ejboardand nwus,

•. •

Now you can really clean up when you buy a select Macintosh' Performa' For
a limited time, it comes bundled with a unique new student software set available only
from Apple. It's all the software you're likely to need in college. You'll get software that
takes you through every aspect of writing papers, the only personal organizer/calendar
created for your sdent lifesle and the Internet Compaon to help you p in on-e
" 1.
1W
kit

.

Mlci,I10 PIormu

S

research resources. Plus ClarisWorks, an intuitive, integrated package with a spreadsheet,
word processor, database and more. Buy a select Performa with CD-ROM, and you'll
also get a multimedia library of essential reference tools. And now, with an Appl
Computer Loan, you can own a Macintosh for less than a dollar a
day It's the power every sident needs. The power to be your best

p1e

'I_1N1111_VM*

For more information
contact the Bookstore
756-3606

1lI(II
erWober 17, I994;azoilabIeon1ywbilesuppliec&,.g1. ©I994AppleCampuler, Inc. All rights resertal Apple, fhe/pple1ogo,MacrnIoh, P,rformaand Thepowertour"argieredfrademarksof4t1eComputer, 1nApp1eD7gnicafrademathofAØ1eCompuIer, Inc,C1arzsWorksa
rgeio1frademark ofClaris Corporation. 'An &imate ba1on an Apple Conu1er Loan of$1,549. I5for The Performa 636, and $I,82.59for the Performa 636 with CD-ROM.ysIem thoimi above, Pricss and!zn ainonnis aresubjed to change without noc Snur41e Canus RiJer or npresentafivefor
A 55% loan orig,nalionfeewill beaddedlo the rou&e41can amount Them/erect rate is variable, basoion tbecommercialpaper ratep1us5.35 Forthe month ofAugusi, 1994, the interest rate was 1O.1O uthanAPR o//1.36 8-warkan term with pqW
menlPenaUy The monlNy,toineni sbovo aoumes no dØrinenl ofprincp1 or fri1eit. Students may dqerprincpalpaymenis up to 4jars, or unlgraduaIion. Djeiinenl will thangeur monthJypapnent.t 7be9e cnUrLm LcSUb . 1 to craddvozL

Siteiiber 5t994
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Vacationing wimth vacuum toilets...
...and other effects of technology on humankind
BY\VIL SCRANFON & MIKE GOfl1OW
Staff Writers
Every waking day it seems there
is a new creation to make our lives
easier, a gadget created with the consumer in mind. There are things to
help us in every aspect of our daily
lives, from technologically superior
clock radios to energy saving bedside reading lamps. Daily leaps of
advancement eventually find their
way into everything we buy, use and
consume. We can communicate unmediately to any person around the
globe. We are becoming addicted to
ATM machines. Just around the corner lies the information superhighway, where AT&T promises to bring
us closer together, faster, better and
from father apart than ever before.
What used to belong to the realm of
science fiction will soon be integral
to everything we do.
This will be accomplished with
personal computers and the Internet.
The Internet is an international communications system that was built to
survive a nuclear holocaust. With
fiberoptics, multiple paths for any
data transfer, and untouchable terra
flop drives that can store inconceivable amounts of information, our
current technology promises to outlive us.
Another fact to keep in mind: this
is the current level of technology
according to common knowledge.
The technology that is classified,
either by mega-companies, the Pentagon or government agencies, can
only be guessed at. This technology
is increasing at a rate so incredible, it
is estimated to double every twentyfour months. In the software business, for example, an edge of three
or four weeks means millions of
dollars in profits. Our machines are
stronger than we are. Our machines
are growing faster than we are. Our
machines can nearly think.
Shopping,education, environmental control, banking, home repairs,
entertainment, pet care, cleaning,
dish washing, reading, writing and
most other mundane activities will
in the future be controlled from the
household's central computer, which
will be built into the wall and be able
to understand spoken commands and
speak back.
In essence, this is Bradbury's wall
screen. This computer,which will
control every minute aspect of daily
life, will be connected to the information superhighway, able to send
and receive commands from Bejing,
Buenos Aires and Washington, D.C.
Even vacationing will be with the
family computer. Families will jack
into virtual beaches, virtual mountains, virtual whorehouses and virtual life; all while staying safe at
home on the computer-adjusted sofa.
While away in cyberland, the family
won't even have to worry about eating or going to the bathroom. The
computer, adjusting to their needs,
will hook up IVs and vacuum toilets.
The computer will even save them
money by shutting down the rest of
the house until they "return."

Computer-managed robotics will
perform all of the manual and industrial labor of the future, protecting
hwnans from the dirty and dangerous work that used to be done by the
blue-collar worker. This has already
happened to an amazing extent. Even
service occupations will become
obsolete. Why go to McDonald's
when you can get a Big Mac and
fries delivered by an electronically
guided robotic car while you jack
into a few minutes in the virtual
Bahamas?
Who will be using this wonderful,
time-saving technology? Every college educated, white-collar family
will live in the smart house of the
future. Anyone not so well educated
would obviously have little to contribute to this reality; the reality that
is to come. This obviously means
that we areno longer in an industrial
world. The economic and social
structures that have been in effect
for the last two hundred years will
soon be obsolete. A proletariat class
that actually works will no longer
exist for the simple reason that there
will be no work to do.
No blue-collar work?
Obviously.

Why go to
McDonald's when
you can get a Big
Mac and fries delivered by an electronically guided
robotic car while
you jack into a few
minutes in the
virtual Bahamas?

sources will only become more
scarce. There is no more room left to
grow.
Weapons-grade plutonium is being smuggled out of the chaotic states
in the former Soviet Union. Demagogy and petty warfare are on the
rise. Environmental disaster is imminent in any region touched by
man. Even now, computers control
the nuclear arsenals in the world.
The same computers that we will see
connected to the information superhighway. The same computers that
will be running our smart houses.
Our future presents us with these
truths. We are looking at a society
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an ever increasing amount of people
whose needs are not met, who have
no job to go to, andnomarrow left in
life. Blue and white-collar citizens
alike will be bored, dissatisfied,
trapped and restless.
Individually, most of humanity's
achievements in history have been
amazing and wonderful. Collectively, the question is, what do they
mean now and where are they leading us as a world society? Are we
facing a technologically induced
anarchy, a world society !
cyberpunksorotherpossibilities th
presently we cannot fathom?
Will humankind adapt?

Our machines are
stronger than we are.
Our machines are
growing faster than
we are. Our machines
can nearly think.
mont rate, shortages of resources, a
proliferation of nuclear weapons and

opener became popular Before that, people improvised, using knives, bayonets or a chisel and hammer
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The growth rate of the economy
that humanity has functioned on since
its inception will be defunct. Economic systems, which delineate how
to allocate scarce resources, have
always operated on the assumption
of continued expansion to meet unlimited demands. As long as untapped resources and unexplored
tracts of land existed, this was possible. Unfortunately, these are both
in the past.
The world's oil supply will be
exhausted, according to conservative estimates, before 2050, which is
still within the average life-span of
every student at this university. Petroleum is integrated into every aspect of modern life. Plastics, shampoos, ice cream, condoms and everything else that makes a college
student happy uses petroleum. Unfortunately, even foreseeable energy
alternatives cannot meet the needs
of our exponentially reproducing
population. Oil is only the beginning. Food supplies, land, clean air,
clean water, ores and all other re-

that is controlled electronically, with
a 95 percent blue-collar unemploy-
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Why Cuba should
become the 51 St state
BY DAVID KUPFERMAN
Staff Writer
For thepastfew weeks, cable subscribers everywhere have been given
the opportunity to bone up on their
Cuban history. Night after night,
coming in second only to the O.J.
Simpson case, is an expose on Cuba,
the reaction of Cubans to the current
crisis, the reaction of Americans to
the Cuban crisis or any combination
of these. The problem for us as college-age individuals, however, is that
the only real knowledge we have
about Cuba is what we learned from
watching Al Pacino snort himself to
death in Scarface.

But enough about politically incorrect stereotypes. Cuba today presents a clear and present problem (it
sure as hell isn't dangerous). This
past week alone, over 5,000 refugees left the tiny island-nation and
floated 90 miles north to Florida,
where they were automatically
turned around and sent back where
they came from. So it makes sense to
me to just annex the place and get
this mess over with. Fidel can be the
first U.S. Senator from Cuba. We'll
even let him smoke a Cuban cigar in
Congress. (And from what I hear,
whatever is in that cigar will probably loosen a few ties before that
particular legislative body adjourns
for the summer.)
The United States should pick up
where it left off in 1900 with the Platt
Amendment (for those of you who
don't know, this amendment allowed
the U.S. to do whatever it damn well
pleased with Cuba) and just make
Cuba a part of the U.S. It never
stopped us before with other tiny
islands. We even have a military
base on Cuba. The only problem
with this is that there are more Cubans now living inGuantanamo Bay
than there are Cubans living in the
rest of Cuba.
Economic sanctions imposed
against Cuba date back to the
Kennedy administration. At the time

there was a missile crisis and a failed
invasion. Sanctions hurt, though, and
they hurt the wrong people. Cuban
citizens have no food, no medical
aid and no hope. After thirty years of
these sanctions, even the weather
hasn't changed. Castro is still in
power. He hasn't been touched by
these sanctions. He still smokes those
damn cigars while Cubans starve.
The only thing that these sanctions
&e accomplishing is popul ation control. Sanctions are to diplomacy what
trickle-down theory was to economics: harmful to the poor, the peot
who, through no fault of their ('
were thrown into the mix and ne
given a chance to escape.
But Castro's a dictator, the argument goes. He's a commie. He'
worse than Satan himself. Ah,but uo
you blame a person born after 1960
for living there? The argument asserts that certain individuals should
have known better, that to remain in
Cuba as a Cuban citizen was to support Castro, to support dictatorship,
to support communism itself. That
person should have left the first
chance they got. Well, the people
are leaving the first chance they get,
and guess what? In true American,
liberty-loving, freedom-worshipping, 1-have-rights-goddammitfashion, this country is turning them
around and sending them back.
That's kind of like blaming the baby
for the pregnancy.
So what should we do? What will
we do? We can't invade them, that's
for sure. President Bill Clinton has
yet to make up his mind about Bosnia
and Haiti. I'm afraid that Cuba will
just have to stand in line. And prepare yourselves for the protests that
will be seeping out of the District of
Columbia if Cuba becomes the fiftyfirst state. So we'll probably just
make the Cubans starve, and eventually Fidel will die, and we'll blame it
all on the failure of communism.
Again.
(This was written in consultation
with Andrew Baldwin.)

The Traif s Politician
of the Week is...

Pah*k
0
Moyn n
Democrafic senator from New York
Patrick Moynihan is regarded by many as the intellectual
powerhouse of the U.S. Senate. As chair of the Senate
Finance Committee, his influence was critical in passing
President Clinton's 1993budget package. Moynihan is
up for re-election this year. In New York's democratic
primary he defeated the Reverend Al Sharpton handily.
an interest rate o/6%. Tbis ,,zte is kypothctiAd and used solely to shea the poecr and effect of conoowiding. La'wer or higher rates anald
prmlucc ceey dtffkrent results CRaP ecrtqwates are d,stribated by TiM -CRRP lndi.ndual and instiluftonal &rvkes.
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Vatican still in middle
ages on women's rights
•The Catholic Church will only hurt those people
it supposedly helps as long as it opposes
reproductive freedom
BY TODD STARKWEATHER
Opinions Editor
Question: How many people can
the Earth sustain?
Two hints: answer quick and don't
guess wrong.
As we move into the twentieth
century, the signs of over population
in the world are becoming abundantly clear. The Earth represents a
closed system enviroimient which
can only sustain a certain number of
individuals before the weight of the
population makes the Earth unlivable. And it's not likely that life in
space stations throughout the solar
system will become a reality within
the next century. It's about time that
someone recognized the need for
population management to insure
that the Earth doesn't quickly become an unihabitable wasteland.
Fortunately, many countries have
realized this and are trying to take
steps to curb the world's population,

The Vatican is
trying to impose its
will in places that
obviously reject
their philosophies
on abortion and
birth control,
which estimates place at around 5.67
billion people. The United Nations
has been meeting the last two weeks
in Cairo to discuss the goal of keeping the world's population at a sustainable7.27biilionbytheyear 2015.
Countries and participants in the
Conference who have worked and
sought for a solution to the world's
population problem should be applauded.
One participant which in no way
should be applauded, however, is
the Vatican.
The Vatican has offered nothing
but resistance at the meetings in
Cairo. More often than not the
Vatican has disobeyed the wishes of
many Catholics and worked against
the interests of many third-world
nations, which they supposedly represent.
The Vatican's objections are
rooted in their long standing religios opposition to abortion and birth
control. Yet, the Vatican's long
standing moral values are hurting
many people in many countries. The
people and countries that need a
population policy the most are countries in South America, Africa and
Asia, where populations are far exceeding the demands for food, health
care and other basic resources. But
the Vatican won't put these issues
into consideration, or at least they

won't put them at the top of their
priority list, as long as they can find
something they don't like.
The Vatican still won't give up
their antiquated views of women's
reproductive rights even when many
Catholic women wish to have control of their own bodies.
In a vain attempt to make a credible argument, the Vatican has even
gone as far as to accuse the United
States oftrying touse the conference
to impose birth control and abortion
on poor countries andpeople of religious faith. Yet, the United States is
notpushing birth control or abortion
onto Brazil, the world's largest
Catholic country. Why would it need
to in a country where 88 percent of
respondents in a recent survey said
that they did not follow church teachings on abortion or birth control, and
75 percent said they ignore the
Vatican's teachings on family planning methods?
So, the United States and other
Western countries aren't trying to
impose their ideology onto developing nations. It's the Vatican that is
trying to impose its will in places
that obviously reject their philosophies on abortion and birth control.
Is the Vatican working for the
betterment of the people it supposedly represents, or is it working for
its own ends? Most evidence points
toward the latter.
As the Vatican tries to enforce its
views on abortion and birth control
over everyone, they merely damage
the position of women, Catholic or
not. The main focus of the meetings
in Cairo, outside of curbing population growth, was to promote rights
for women, especially reproductive
rights. The many women's organizations that took part and the numerous countries which supported
women's rights deserve credit and
praise. While access to birth control
and abortion should be available to
women, population crisis or not, any
sustainable effort at curbing the
world's population growth must begin with full reproductive rights for
women across the globe, if this is the
only thing that comes from the meeting in Cairo, the conference will
have been a success.
As the conference wraps up, it
seems unlikely that the Vatican will
endorse the policy adopted. The
Vatican could make a valiant stand
and show a much needed conciliatory stance by endorsing the document, but that is a slim hope. The
Vatican will probably stand on the
sidelines and watch the world go by.
And as they watch the rest of the
world move forward on this critical
issue they can also wave 'good bye'
tomany Catholics who canno longer
stand the Church's harsh attitudes
on women's rights. As the rest of the
world prepares for the 21st century,
it seems the Vatican can't move itself out of the middle ages.
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A Case Against Pink
Plastic Storage Bins
Target reminds us, "you're not at school just to study." Who says there
is no truth in advertising? Shopping is as much a part of the American
college experience as books, beer and ivy.
It's sick and wrong. We feel marketed to death; sometimes walking
across campus is like being trapped in a 3-1) versionofthe Home Shopping
network. But we're not trying to sermonize about the evils of capitalismoh, no we need the ad revenue for our fat stipends. But let's face it, some
of these ads are pure shit. You can't sneeze on campus without blowing
snot on credit card applic:tions—lo even the credit recruiters. And, if
advertising is a mirror held up to ourselves, J-Crew would have us believe
we care more about underwear
.'
than world hunger.
• •But singled out for extreme
cynicism is Target, pages 18 and

editor' al

them ... Nyaaaaaaa! The can
opener and laundromats history lesson may be more interesting than a
( insert name ofyour leastfavorite core) class, but they don't make us yearn
for pink plastic storage bins. In fact, they make us want to vomit.
For a truly profound insult to your intelligence review last week's full
color Target insert. Packed with fun-facts--how America ranks in soap,
popcorn and waterconsumption (first, two pounds ayear and 168 gallons
per-person, per-day, respectively)—the ad paints a shallow and dreary
picture of todays collegians—that's you and us kids.
We're all night popcorn gluttons obsessed with video games and
showerheads, and we can't to do anything without pluging something in.
And in case you've no imaginatin the ad asks: "Who says doing laundry
has to be dull. Try hitting a 3-pointer with your dirty socks—" Duh!.
Worst is the Mace ad on the back; it's a subtle but blatant exploitation
of prejudice and fear. The ad might as well read: "Hey white kids, you're
not in Bellevue anymore...!" Well, perhaps squeaky clean, wet behind the
ears kids packing credit cards do need protection. But is that you in those
ads, is that who you want to be?
These ads are aimed at people who have a lot of stuff appliances and
clothes for every occasion, lines of credit for a never-ending quest for
more stuff, and gallons of detergent to keep everything smelling Aprilfresh.
Gazing at "' 'or storage bins, we can't help but wonder if we each have
enough stuff? Are we deviant, not buying our share? What's next, will
those tenacious Japanese overtake us in popcorn consumption, the Swiss
in soap use?
Corporations realize that we are tomorrow's bourgeois consumer class.
They hook us early on their credit cards, calling cards, and computersall at incredibley low student prices. But we're being asked to buy more
than just stuff, we're being asked to buy into a whole lifestyle—some
might say we are being trained.
The Trail asks: is this a lifestyle we afford? Can the rest of the planet?
But, please, support our advertisers—we need the money, we need more
stuff.
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Memorable ha'ircuts I have had
etor of Carl's Bait Shop. He and a
friend were driving with their dog,
drinking Old Milwaukee Lights.
They gave me a ride to the town of
Burton where I got a bus schedule
fromSandy, alocal deity. Ijustbarely
caught the bus after collecting some
rocks on the beach, thus saving myself from a three-hour delay. The
luck of travelers!
In the town of Vashon there are
BY SUNDOWN STAUFFER
many hair salons. It's a small place
Staff Writer
reminiscent of an older Washington
that I do not know. I didn't know
Ah, randomness, I celebrate you, what to do in this place but I knew
patron saint of these jaunty times! something had drawn me there. I
Down with sensibility! To ride the wandered around, taking a good look
currents of change is joyful! Every- at the local hangouts and the kids
thing we encounter we construct out who dwelt there. I was a stranger to
of the meaningful bits of shattered them, alien to their turf, only welschemas we have acquired. Ourmod- come in certain outer valences. It
em consciousness is a mosaic as- was a small town solidarity I'd forsembled on a mud plain out of the
displaced shards of craters emblazoned with 19thcentury glossolalia!
It is a LegoStorm and we are the
architects high on caffeine and limited windows of operation! Fly high
our blank black flags and shine on
them whatever laser emblem looks
good under UV light this week! Let
style be your muse; I will assemble
an old ritual!
So few rituals are incorruptible.
Among the sacred is the haircut.
This ancient and honored practice
has survived into our times, largely
because of its simple, persistent
physiological presence. Hair grows.
Lives change. So goes the time.
I first encountered the mystery of
haircuts on a Fall day of '93. It was
the weekend, and on a whim I decided to explore Vashon Island,
where I'd never been before. I woke
up with the idea tugging at my head,
washed and dress and scampered out
to a bus which took me to a connec- gotten, although it's true of where I
tion which took me to the ferry ter- come from too. No, the mystery was
minus. After some confusion over somewhere else, and! was justbarely
how I'd pay the fare, I got aboard becoming conscious of it when I saw
and headed out.
the barbershop storefront and was
I landed on Vashon on foot with struck with inspiration. Of course! I
no idea of what to do next. There was would geta haircut! It was so simple!
a scattering of bait shops and boat
Hair is an immense topic in andocks, but the town of Vashon was a thropological, sociological, and psygood 12milesdistant. Thebuswasn't chological study. I don't have the
due for about three hours so! started resources to cite all areas of its sigwalking,clueless as to thenexttown. nificance, so I'll limit it to the BibliI would have kept on walking for cal episode of Samson and Delilah
hours if a pickup hadn't stopped to and a few remarks on style. Delilah
let me ride in the back. This was shears Samson's dreads, depriving
owned by a man named Carl, propri- him of his strength and might. Field

day for the Philistines until the requisite Deus Ex Machina steps in.
We can use this tale to network
out to all the ancient junctures of
hair's significance. Hair is tied to
strength, virility, masculinity: asexually defmed role. It isn't sexually
exclusive of women but as a symbol
and imagery it serves as a projection
ad reinforcement of the most basic
biological connection men and
women share. Did you know that
shaving as a widespread European
practice started as a clinical measure, a means of disease prevention,
but directly tied to orthodox religious asceticism? It was a late development, in many ways a rebellion
from well-seated social archetypes.
That movement too has become
archetypical. Barbers constitute one
of the oldest European guilds.

maze of small subletted booths
where various merchants were selling cheap imported goods. I found
the barber's station in a disused corridor, in a clutterred office. He was
asleep, "watching" a 49ers game on
a smudgy 13 inch Panasonic TV. I
woke him up entering the door.
When you enter into a place of
business the moment greets you with
animosity: do you dare change your
mind? Can you renege on this compact you have unconsciously made
with the proprietor by making eyecontact? Of course you can refuse
and leave, but all eyes are upon you.
The barber's office was plastered
with decorations. On every surface
lay a xeroxed cartoon, sign, sticker,
or poster determining some rightwing pejorative. Every permutation
was here: NRA-related material took

But how has the myth been transformed through time? Hair has been
externalized as a symbol; now it is
one facet of the many states that
constitute modetn style and fashion.
Style is a child of many parents.
Economics follows the course of
supply and demand, some of the
conditions that affect the desires of
the national consciousness. Technology influences our routes of information and awareness. There are
other players, and an interplay at
work.
To get back to my story, I entered
the dim shop. I had to go through a

precedence ("Hitler's first act was to
register guns,") but there was a profusion of abortion, women's rights
(tostayhome andcook), anti-Clinton
propaganda, and so forth. Cartoons
expressing badpuns and hunting and
fishing material also abounded. The
barber was in his fifties, with hornrimmed glasses and a military cut. I
was charmed.
We made our transaction. I didn't
say much; I was waiting for him to
talk. He told me about his days as a
WWII vet, about visiting Alaska in
1956, staying on a waterfront cabin
with a friend and his Native wife. He

"If they pass Clinton's bill
as it is, many people who
currently have good health
coverage now will be a tad
bit annoyed." —Almeé
Nichols, freshman

"No, because it deals with
the health and well-being
of the people and therefore
it needs to be taken care of
as soon as possible." Jasmine Lind, freshman

talked and cut. I didn't tell him how
he should cut it andhe didn't ask. He
talked about living twenty years in
the Puget Sound area, in various
towns, as a salesman ofvarious items.
I felt a sense of a great history passing overmy head, notjusthis history
but that of this area, this country so
distant from my own place of origin,
although not necessarily in geographical space.
And this style, these politcs of
appearances, the tectonic surfaces
which we bear and which are always
slipping and rubbing together- th\
was being reconstructed too, as
has been changing for me since big'
school. We make ourselves look dl
ferent and we don't think about our
ulterior motives, or the geneology of
the fashions we aren't always aware
we follow. We don't think about
how our appearances and projections play games independent of our
conscious wills, or how those games
affect us. The barber was talking and
cutting, and when he finished, I paid
him six dollars and left.
A little later I went into a bathroom at a department store and concluded that it was the best haircut I'd
ever had. I had done pretty much
what I wanted to do. I bought a few
tools at the Vashon hardware store
and left. Because of a change in bus
routes, I couldn't go directly back to
Tacoma. Instead, I took a northern
ferry to Seattle. By this time it was
night. Coming into the harbor, the
city I saw was an assemblage of a
million lights on the waterfront, and
the reflections they made on the
waves and the dark water.
Sometimes we make pilgrimages
to places smaller or larger than the
space in which we live. A small
place narrows your perception, until
you can look at only one thing clearly.
It strips you of your moneyed satisfaction; it pares down your extremities to something short and inimediate. To journey to a small place is to
look at one juncture of the world
where the modem powers interface,
be they the Industries, or natural
forces, or the smaller visitors: displaced individuals with overextended consciousnesses, traveling ascetics or tourists and other sightseers. We still live with so many of
the old rituals and other transactions. Geographical space is all that
changes.

question
QY Phe,
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Is it wise to delay
health care reform
until next year?

-

"If it takes another year to
get it right, they should
wait."
—Scott Henning, senior

"Yes, because people need
more information about it."
—Olga Mendoza,
freshman
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Cultural Evefits Presents

Bela Fleck and the Flecktones
Saturday, Sep. 17th
UPS Fieldhouse
with Special Guest
EXTEMPO

AS UPS LECTURES
PRES ENTS

Jay Friedman
FROM SALT LAKE
CITY
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8pm, Thursday, September 22
Kilworth Chapel
"My goal is to help audiences restore hope for healthy Sexuality"

THE COM T ONE
PSSSSSST. ARE YOU
CONCERNED WITH THE
HIGH NUMBERS OF
UNRULY CADS AND
ASSORTED HEAVIES
STALKING THE STREETS
OF NORTH TACOMA?
7.99 Sale

Spicy Laredo Style
M ace® combines jalepeno pepper,

kidney bean and niicrosccpic
chunks of 98% lean ground beef.
Jalepeño pepper and kidney bean
distract would-be attacker with
guaranteed freshness, whle
microscopic chunks of 98 11'0 lean
ground beef digest quickly,
marking the attacker's next bowel
movement for future identification.
Spicy Laredo Style Mace ® not
available in Guam, Puerto Rico,
and Diamond Bar, CA.

Still wondering what to do with all those copies of last week's Trail
lying around your house or dorm room? You're not alone. In fact, the
average UPS campus-owned house/dorm room accumulates over 23
copies each week.
Now, we all realize it's quite a task to recycle those 23 Trails
consistently. Even the most disciplined newsreader can't get enough
of "Crimes On Campus" or "Politician of the Week." Trail features,
simply put, are intellectual Pringles: once you start, you can't, you
can't ... you can't stop.
So, as you read this, the current issue of the Trail, consider the
following suggestions on how to put those old issues to good use:

the Lrew ad ho
jacket
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Comhit Zone answers the age- old question

What are those J. Crew models thinking?

•Two tightly rolled back issues and Voila! You're the next Max
Weinberg.
•With a couple balloons and some paste, you'll be on your way to
hours of papier mache fun.
•High in fiber, the Trail might very well be the world's best bread
substitute.
"Bathtub Navy!
Feel free to e-mail any other suggestions you have! Or drop them in
the envelope marked "Letters To The Editor" on the Trail office door!

question
I

NVEEK
Have you seen the
Angel of Death?

"Yeah, / saw him waiting outside
The Roxy just last Thursday. A
pleasant fellow. Shou/d've never
left Twisted Sister, though."

AYes. Oh, sweet Jesus, yes.
Said he admired my taste in ties."

—Harmon Ziegler

—Don Dokken

The Combat..................... 3,., ,."',.

"No. And the whirlwind romance
is over. Kaputt with a big ol'
capital 'K.' He only liked me for
my thumbs."
—Katie Dvorak

. ............ .. .. .....
-------------
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Always low in sodium
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HOW TO SAVE A FEW BUCKS.
(YOU CAN 'T LIVE OFF PSYCH EXPERIMENTS ALONE.)

Buy piz :za at closing time.
Haggle f or slices they'd otherwise Just throw away.
I

Eat Rai nen noodles.
I
I
I

Make fi iends with a Senior.
Come J me, they'll be more than glad to give you
their old Poly Sci books and couches.
Donate blood.
Save a IF Fe and get a free lunch to booti
Pick up a Citibank Classic card.
There s o annual fee.

I
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LOOKING OUT FOR YOU.sm
To apply, call 1-800-CITIBANK.
ii.xX
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